
Herrick Librarian Meeting May 7, 2012 

Present: Steve Crandall, Brian Sullivan, Ellen Bahr, Laurie McFadden 

360 Search: We need to decide if we want to keep 360 Search or not. If we decide to pick up a 

Discovery Layer product we won’t need it. We’re fairly certain we want a Discovery Layer but 

would not be able to have one in place until approximately January 2013. We need input from 

Scholes Library before a decision can be made. Steve will add it to a joint librarian meeting 

agenda. 

Room Reservations: Erinnae had previously investigated some room reservation systems but we 

never followed through with a more in-depth look or discussion of whether we wanted to use 

something different or stick with the current system of using Google calendar. We decided we 

should have an ad hoc committee think about the various issues and components as well as 

consider what policies we want (setting time limits, for example). Ellen said she had previously 

talked with Brett about heading such a committee and he was willing. Steve and Erinnae will be 

the other members; they will meet over the summer. Ellen will pass along to Brett the 

information she has gathered on room reservation systems. 

CLAS General Education: The new general education curriculum (a CLAS implementation task 

force will help roll it out next year) will include an information literacy component. Initially 

Brian thought he would be a member of the task force but will instead be part of an advisory 

committee. He will be able to give input on IL and be the liaison between CLAS and the library. 

Library By-laws: Laurie said that we need to adjust our by-laws so they are in compliance with 

the Faculty Handbook. The section involved is the sentence that outlines who is eligible to vote. 

Steve will send out an email with the information and we will have any discussion and approval 

done via email. 

Construction: Steve is waiting for quotes from the Physical Plant on the construction of an office 

for Laurie in the archives and for the potential new offices in the Learning Commons. 

Learning Commons: We had a discussion on the intended outcomes of adding new office space 

in the Learning Commons for the director of retention, Special Academic Services and the 

Writing Center. Steve will share the proposal he’s written with the librarians so we can discuss 

this potential for collaboration and think about the impact it will have on the library. We 

discussed the need to make sure projects like this line up with our strategic plan, library vision 

and our funding priorities. 

GIST/GDM: We will add this topic to our fall agenda to discuss whether we want to implement 

the system and how it will affect staff and our processes/procedures. 

Program Review: Steve will lead the program review for the libraries and be assisted by the 

librarians. 



Library Assessment Document: Steve will create a draft document for the librarians to review. 

Painting: Steve intends to do more painting in the library over the summer. 

Library Staffing: We had a general discussion about the possibilities of staff re-alignment since 

it’s come up during our TouchPoints and strategic planning discussions. Sara Arrasmith will be 

leaving during the summer which gives us an opportunity to create a different position that 

would focus on current and future library needs. We will meet again on May 10
th

 to talk about 

more detailed possibilities and ideas. 

 

Minutes submitted by, 

Laurie McFadden 

 

 


